Option Agreement
This
agreement
is
between
__________________
of
_________________________________ Bogota, Colombia (the “Funder”) and
Lloyd Goff of 2238 S Iola St Aurora, CO. 80015 USA (“Goff”) The parties will be
negotiating a new startup venture to be called SmartSkyways LLC. Both parties
prefer an exclusive period to negotiate a rather complex document. Some of the
$50,000 will be deposited in a Ripple RXP account either as a new LLC or in Lloyd
Goff’s exiting Ripple account at Bitstamp # xgzi0101. Over the following 2 to 3
weeks Goff will provide a study on how Smartskyways LLC can use 10% of the
$25,300,000 investment capital as a reserve fund for the project and invest in
Ripple Coin for a period of 3 years max. This Option Agreement will give
_________________________ the exclusive right for 60 days to complete the
LLC Operating Agreement and close with the following provisions: The 60-day
period will commence upon the execution of this agreement.
1. In order to start up SmartSkyways a minimum of $1,300,000 is required
2. The $50,000 Option payment will be credited to the above amount
3. The full agreement will require $25,300,000 which can be paid in
installments
4. _________________________ is familiar with a draft of the 45 page LLC
Operating Agt. and sees the need for time to get it right. This LLC
agreement already set to paper, is for the purpose of building a
demonstration of the technology as shown in the business plan.
5. The expansion capital for route sales has not been set to paper yet and will
be the main focus of the 60-day negotiation period. The cost is expected to
vary from $50 Million to $200 Mil. It will require either dilution or a spin
off company.
6. These $50,000 funds will be used as working capital to get the company up
and running
The $50,000 is be to made out to SmartSkyways LLC and transferred as Ripple RXP
into a new investment account set up by ________________________ at
_________________________ or equivalent.

Proposed By _____________________________ date __________
Lloyd Goff (303) 598-2379
Accepted By _____________________________ date___________
The Funder

